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in the late 1990's, yun's work has been translated into english for the first time. dr. hongbo li, the translator, is a professor at the university of wisconsin-madison, and is the first scholar to translate a classic author's work into english. this translation, which was published in 2010, is the first one in english for the popular the teaching of buddha. more importantly, it is the first complete translation of yun's prajnaparamita-heart sutra including his notes on the siddha-pitakas, which is the first authoritative edition of his notes on the
prajnaparamita-heart sutra. while yun's work has already been studied extensively in china, this volume of the english translation will be of interest to readers in the west, and especially to scholars of theravadan buddhism. having seen the original (japanese) edition, i am in awe of the erudition and beauty of the transliteration and translation. the translation is so fluid and the commentary notes so insightful and erudite that it is hard not to imagine yun as a member of the english language community. highly recommended for

scholars, serious practitioners and enthusiastic lay-readers alike. to learn more about the ancient and classical buddhist canon, the read more . proto-indo-iranian texts is one of the few publications on the subject of the proto-indo-european (pie) family, providing discussions of the historical and mythological relations between the languages belonging to the pie family. this book continues the tradition of collaborative scholarship started by n. hayes and r. e. schultze in the 1950s and 1960s. it also updates the field with discussions
of new language families, finds new pieces, and provides discussion of new and difficult textual problems.
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in this study of the dhammapada, the author reveals a few secrets of the sublime dhammapada, the central
scripture of buddhism. the dhammapada is a collection of verses, prayers and stories of the buddha's profound

understanding of life's suffering and the spiritual path which is universal and free from particular cultural traditions.
the bhagavad gita is considered to be one of the greatest works of sanskrit literature and refers to both hinduism

and buddhism. the gita is also called yoga in sanskrit. the bhagavad gita is a sacred text for hindus, where it
presents the doctrines of hinduism in a poetic form and invites the reader to live a life of service to god. the

bhagavad gita is one of the most comprehensive and powerful hindu scriptures and is at the same time a timeless
treasure of wisdom for all mankind. the tipitaka is in itself a rich repository of buddhist tradition and culture. it is

also a rich source of buddhist literature and forms the basis of all buddhist art. the form and structure of the whole
tipitaka have been made possible by m.l stevenson’s “buddhist canon” classification with numbers, names, and

variants. the classified list is indispensable for any intellectual engagement of the canon, for a sense of a canon it
is necessary to understand it in some order or structure. the work proposed here is not simply a rehash of

stevenson’s “buddhist canon” classification and the postulated timeline of its development, but an attempt to
develop a more detailed understanding of the canon and its evolution. this allows the reader to look in greater

detail at some important canonical texts, in which to explore the history of the canon, the description of the
canonical texts, the nature of the canon and its development, the relationship of the canon to other systems of

thought and the meaning of the canon as literature. buddhist canon is a system of classification consisting of the
tipitaka – the vast collection of pali canon – and the abhidhamma. unlike the pali tipitaka which has five volumes,

the abhidhamma consists of eight books. the eight books of abhidhamma are: the dhammasangani, the
dhammasangani bhavissaya, the vagga (vedana), the mula (bodily peculiarities), the atthasalini, the dhammasutta
and the kalama sutta. the four canonical books of the pali tipitaka are: the dhammasa, the majjhima, the samyutta,

and the niddesa. a systematic chronology of the pali tipitaka has been proposed by gombrich, who divided it into
two periods, the older when it was composed, and the later when the vinaya was added. the division has its merits,
but is to be used only as an aid in the comprehension of the buddhist texts. the chronology in this book is based on

the nissaggiya sutta of the majjhima nikaya, where the most important and earliest canonical text of the srutta
(śruta) is given. 5ec8ef588b
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